Investigation of transmit and receive performance at the fundamental and third harmonic resonance frequency of a medical ultrasound transducer.
In this study, the phenomenon of higher harmonic thickness resonance of a piezoelectric transducer was used to investigate potentially additional sensitivity at the third harmonic frequency for conventional medical transducers. The motivation for this research is that some applications in medical ultrasound (e.g. third harmonic transmit phasing and contrast imaging) need probes which are sensitive around both the fundamental and third harmonic frequencies, and that these higher harmonic thickness modes, although often considered as undesired, might be used beneficially. The novelty aspect in this study is the presented transmit and receive potential at both the fundamental and third harmonic of a conventional cardiac probe with modified electrical tuning. Elements of an experimental PZT-based phased-array probe (f(c)=3 MHz, 64 elements, element width=0.3mm, elevation aperture=13 mm) were electrically retuned with series inductors around the third harmonic resonance frequency at 10 MHz. Hydrophone measurements with 10-MHz-tuned elements showed that, as compared to a conventionally tuned element, the transmit transfer function at the third harmonic increased more than 23 dB, while the sensitivity at the fundamental frequency was only 6 dB lower. Pulse-echo measurements showed that the two-way transfer function of a 10-MHz-tuned element resulted in 20 dB increased sensitivity around the third harmonic as compared to an untuned element. Simulated transfer functions, from both a 1D KLM and 2D finite element model of an element of the experimental array transducer, confirmed the measured sensitivity peaks at the fundamental and third harmonic. In conclusion, this study demonstrated the effect of changing the electrical tuning on a conventional array transducer which increased the sensitivity around the third harmonic resonance frequency, while maintaining good sensitivity at the fundamental frequency.